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Integral blinds are a popular and practical solution for many
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Consumers Told Stay
Safe With MyGlazing
The GGF has launched a
new campaign focusing on
raising consumer confidence
in
the
home
improvement sector in the
face of coronavirus.
Research h as revealed that
one in five UK homeowners still
feel nervous about letting
tradespeople into their home.
The Campaign will be driven
from MyGlazing.com, the
GGF’s independent and award
winning consumer advice site.

products, professionally but and optimisation (SEO) activity
and a six month social media
most importantly, safely.
drive across key consumer
social media platforms.
Survey
James Lee, GGF Director of
The Stay Safe with MyGlazing
campaign will use an inde- External Affairs says: “The
pendent but bespoke survey of GGF has worked consistently
1,000 UK homeowners, to with government departments
determine consumer attitudes to to ensure we have been providhome improvements following ing the most accurate and upthe pandemic. The results from to-date information regarding
the survey will be distributed to Covid-19. Now lockdown
regional and national media, measures have eased and
reaching millions of consumers tradespeople can begin workand driving homeowners to the ing again, it is time for us to
Stay Safe hub
pass on the confidence we
hub for advice.
The ‘Stay Safe with MyGlazhave in our members and the
ing’ campaign will centre Targeting
industry, to homeowners.” i
around a new Stay Safe hub, Refresh PR and digital marketwhich will be hosted on the ing agency, SLX Marketing, will You can find all the latest
MyGlazing.com website and support the campaign with daily news at theinstaller.pro
feature a series of advice arti- search engine marketing (SEM)
cles and top tips. New fresh
content will cover a range of
consumer related topics following the impact of the current
pandemic, including health
and safety, trusting companies
to install domestic glazing

‘Glass-Opedia’ Is The Answer

Pilkington UK has launched
Ask Pilkington, a searchable
online encyclopaedia of all
things glass to help customers
get quick answers to technical queries.
Hosted on the Pilkington UK
website, Ask Pilkington offers
dedicated zones for trade,
homeowners and architects and
specifiers. Users can type in a
question or keyword to quickly
find what they’re looking for.

The smart search function gathers relevant answers and related
information out of hundreds of
articles. While the portal will be
constantly updated with th e latest information, users can also
submit new questions that they
want answering. They can also
see what the most popular questions are from their peers.
Ask Pilkington follows the
launch of the Project References
App last year, which offers a

searchable database of Pilkington glass products that users can
browse to find solutions to their
project requirements. It also sits
alongside Spectrum and Specit!, one of the industry’s most
popular glass specifying tools,
allowing users to quickly specify
glass for a variety of projects. i
You can find all the latest
daily news at theinstaller.pro
The Installer| News |5
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A Letter On Lead Times

Emplas MD, Ryan Johnson,
has written an open letter on
the subject of lead times saying suppliers to the trade
should be honest about what
is happening in the chain
that might cause delays.
Johnson first wrote to Emplas
customers to explain some of the
challenges that the company
was coming up against – and
then decided the issues he had
identified were worth a wider,
public discussion.
‘We’re seeing a boom, that is
the good part. Our supply chain
is, however, creaking under exponential growth in demand.
This isn’t unique to Emplas. Every
major systems company, hardware and glass manufacturer is
struggling to meet supply. As a
consequence, so are fabricators
– and this then hits installers’,
wrote Johnson.
‘We have capacity, w ehave
capability but the availability of
glass, foiled product and some

hardware is forcing us to push
out lead times. There is no point
in trying to pretend that our
supply chains or as a consequence, those of our customers,
are unaffected by this’.

Vo latility
Johnson added: ‘From the conversations I am having daily with
fabricators nationwide, the delays on foils are a universal problem. That is supply of not only
one or two profiles – foil lead
times on all leading systems have
been extended.
‘There’s volatility in glass supply and there are also significant
shortages of hardware.
Understanding
‘This is why I am asking for understanding, from our customers
and the window and door supply chain at large. There is no
way to sugar-coat the pill but for
the next month or two at most,
we need to engage and explain

to the end-user that lead times for
new windows and doors are
going to be extended’. i
To read Johnson’s letter in
full and find out what Emplas
is doing about its situation,
search Emplas on
TheInstaller.pro

Liniar Lines Up In The Final

Liniar has been shortlisted for
the Positive Social Impact
award at the prestigious 2020
Lloyds
Bank
National
Business Awards.
Previous winners include fitness
sensation Joe Wicks, DPD UK
and Hotel Chocolat.
Liniar’s entry focused on its ongoing community focus, including the company’s efforts to help
the nation’s key workers during
the Covid-19 by producing and
supplying protective visors. This
continues alongside its normal
operations of producing thermally efficient and low maintenance PVC-U products for the
construction industry.
6 | News | The Installer

Group Managing Director
Martin Thurley said: “We’re
being recognised for our
achievements at a national level
for the work carried out by our
teams to help address the nation’s PPE shortage. Our culture
is very community focused and
we like to help wherever we can,
so it was fantastic to be able to
contribute to keeping people
safe. To be shortlisted at the National Business Awards is the
icing on the cake.”
The next stage involves a judging panel, which will be carried
out virtually by video conference
in September. Winners will be
announced at a dinner in

November. Liniar is up against
stiff competition in this category,
including Mindful Chef and
Octavia House Schools.
“When it comes to business
recognition, the Lloyds Bank
National Business Awards are
the ones to win. They allow any
successful organisation to tell
their story, from large private
and public companies, to thriving entrepreneurial businesses,
promising start-ups and established SMEs,” said Sarah Austin,
Awards Director. i
You can find all the latest
daily news at theinstaller.pro

Increase your
product offering
with dedicated
product design.

FLUSH DOOR
by Deceuninck

• Imitates the aesthetics of a timber door
• Designed in line with the award
winning flush window
(G17 New Product of the Year)
• Dedicated sash profile
• Dedicated PAS24 approved
hardware system:
Traditional butt hinge, 3D adjustable with
integrated dog-bolt and weather seal 3-hook
lock with tamper proof gearbox, integrated
bottom shoot-bolt and two top shoot-bolt sizes
Non-handed adjustable keep, watertight
design with integrated dust buckets and
no packers
Adjustable shoot-bolt keeps for single, double
and low threshold doors
Non-handed double arm restrictor for single
and double doors

• #BestInClass double & single door
weather performance:
Air Permeability - Class 4 600 Pa
Water Tightness - Class E1050 Pa
Wind Resistance - Class A3 1200 Pa

• Doorset energy rating A
• Double glazed Ud 1.3,
triple glazed Ud 1.0
• Dedicated galvanised reinforcement,
no glass bonding
• 30 Colourways from stock
• The ideal alternative to aluminium

FOILED
IN THE UK

10 YEAR

GUARANTEE

EXTRUDED
IN THE UK

Tel 01249 816 969
www.deceuninck.co.uk

deceuninck.ltd@deceuninck.com

Cover Story

An ExtraordinaryYear
For AdminBase!
With the launch of the
AdminBase Apps a year ago
and the web-based edition
recently, it has been a busy
time for the people at Ab Initio Software, the firm behind
the system.
The AdminBase Apps allow the
key tasks of canvassing, sales,
survey, fitting and remedial work
to be managed and completed
quickly and efficiently at the customer’s home, with all inputs sent
automatically into the central
system via the latest mobile
computing ‘tablet’ technology.

tomatically take the user through
pre-set stages of their particular
function. Contract-legal signatures may also be collected and
transmitted directly back into the
central AdminBase system.
Remote access
The launch of the web-based version of AdminBase has also revolutionised the system by
allowing users convenient and
secure remote access to their
company’s data, at any time.
The new web-based version includes the AdminBase data ex-

There has
been
continuous
improvement
from Britain’s
most popular
installer
management
system.

All entries are made using intuitive, simple inputs easily managed by even technophobic
operators, with data sent and
recorded centrally to ensure accurate records are available
throughout the process – indecipherable scrawls on scraps of
paper are a thing of the past.
No multiple-inputting
Suitable for all installation operations from a single user up, the
AdminBase Apps eliminate duplication and errors caused by
transcribing hand-written notes
into multiple systems. They reduce time, cost and the potential
for mistakes at every stage. The
Apps utilise simple forms that au8 | Cover Story | The Installer

port service and a new and
improved dashboard feature that
allows installers to create and
manage contract ’to do’ lists at a
company level. The web service
also allows the integration of
sales leads from an installer’s
own website directly into the AdminBase system. Further, i tincludes a copy of the Canvassers
App, which gives canvassers or
showroom staff the ability to submit leads remotely, via tablet or
smartphone. “Many people still
prefer desktop applications and
while we still offer this service,
the popularity of web-based services is increasing – and for good
reason,” says Ab Initio MD,
Rhonda Ridge (pictured).

“A significant percentage of
the UK workforce now operates
remotely, from home. Understandably many will not want to
return to the office for some time
– some businesses, in fact, may
struggle to safely accommodate
staff – while others have found
they are actually more productive and prefer the flexibility of
home working.”
New ways of working
Installers may now adapt their
businesses to provide efficient
and safe workarounds using a
combination of the Apps and the
web version of Adminbase, says
Rhonda: “These developments
have taken on a new importance
since the coronavirus pandemic
changed the way that home access is carried out, by greatly
speeding up home visits and reducing the need for physical
head office access.”
2 minute explainer
The new web-based version of
AdminBase is being offered as a
free of charge upgrade to existing installer customers using the
previous cloud-based service.
New users considering installing
AdminBase can also view the
company’s new 2 minute
explainer video on the company’s website. i
www.abinitiosoftware.co.uk

Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

The Master Window and Conservatory
Installers Association Technical & Legal Column

Don’t Let A Drain
Become A Pain

If you plan to build a conservatory over a drain, make sure you do the right checks as
putting things right after can be an expensive business writes Don Waterworth,
The Installer's technical author.
See the picture – a £1000s
warning
The picture here shows a
blocked drain which runs under
a conservatory wall which was
found to have no drain protection in place, causing the vitreous clay drain to fracture and
crush, causing a blockage.
The responsibility for these repair works would fall squarely
on the shoulders of the conservatory company. Should the failure of the drain run be partly
under the slab, then the cost
could be prohibitive and certainly be in the thousands rather
than in the hundreds of pounds.
Therefore do not assume that
you can simply send your subcontract builder to carry out substrata works without inspecting
these works, for if the foundations, masonry or in this case
drain protection, are not carried
out properly,
then you will
suffer the consequences.
i
Whenever your surveyor at- reality, the installation has not Don
tends a customer’s property covered over any drain runs
to measure up for a conser- within the sub-strata building
vatory installation, it is vitally works. On the other hand, the
important that any inspec- important reason for checking
tion chambers are noted on the drain runs is to confirm as to Picture: A blocked drain
the plan drawing and the whether the building contractor which runs under a
drain covers are lifted and will need to protect any drain conservatory wall was
the drain runs tested, writes runs during the course of the found to have no drain
protection in place.
Hanley Amos Stewart’s Don building works.
Waterworth.
It can often be the case that This article has been authored by our technical writer – Principal Surveyor
after completion of the conser- Don Waterworth of hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Don also acts as an Expert Witness and is an Accredited Mediator.
vatory, a customer can complain of blocked drains when in Tel: 0800 1954922 Tuesday-Thursday 10:00am-3:00pm.
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Get FENSA Approved and start
winning more work.

The GGF Health & Safety Column

Talk Your Way To A Less
Stressful Return To Work

James Macpherson, the GGF’s
relatively newly appointed Health,
Safety and Environment Manager
writes his first exclusive column for
The Installer on the topic of the how to
make the return to work as stress free
as possible.
So, we are going back to
work! A lot of people will be
feeling some form of anxiety
about returning. Some more
than others.
Anxiety will depend on each
individual’s current appetite for
risk – and that appetite depends
on the context of the situation.
What’s the context?
Well, there are loads – our personal situations, our physical and
mental health, our attitudes, work
culture...the list goes on. But no
matter what, these are stressful
and anxious times. Those responsible for health and safety will
have to think carefully about how

Not easy but simple
One of the best solutions is
simple, not easy but simple. It’s
talking – open, honest and supportive conversations. The catch
here though is that it isn’t a one
size fits all solution. Stress and
mental health, are like a dog
walking through a muddy puddle. My dog is a very tall standard Poodle, he walks through a
to mitigate that risk and how we puddle and just his paws get
mitigate the differing senses of wet. My mum’s dog, a Cocker
Spaniel, is not very tall and thus
anxiety.
gets soaked. The point is that
Some simple tricks I have different people react and are
seen during this pandemic impacted in different ways. So
you and your managers need to
that I liked are:
• Communicating changes to the be trying to have conversations
workforce before they return. with all your employees.
In discussions where you listen
Maybe a video of what the
type of sites that will be to your team’s concerns, try to
encountered or how the factory
looks like so it’s not a surprise. Picture: Open, honest and
• Regular updates – I love the supportive conversations will
relaxed selfie-style videos I’ve be the key to a successful
return to work.
seen from senior leaders.
• Have open Q&A calls with Images by StockSnap &
senior leaders to allow staff to jamesoladujoye from
ask questions.
Pixabay
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The GGF Health & Safety Column
have empathy, try to understand
the context and most importantly
without judging are really important. Remember you are talking
to collaborate and find solutions.
No one has the answer
As business leaders or managers
we feel the need to always have
the answer, yet right now no one
has the answer – this is new to us
all, so don’t try to fix it yourself. Use
the largest and most diverse asset
in your business – your employees.
Cognitive diversity in your employees is one of the biggest untapped resources (that’s for
another article though). Ask your
employees what they think – do
they have any ideas of how to
manage this risk?
Encourage and facilitate
positivity
I was taught the three Ps by
David McLean, an ex-Marine
turned psychotherapist. Positive
thoughts, Positive interaction and

Physical exercise. All of these un- cause of social distancing, it may
lock the good chemicals in the even be hard to have positive
brain and when you feel good thoughts right now. But when we
you work better, you’re healthier are returning to work it’s so imetc. You can have lunchtime portant we listen to our team’s
workouts or encourage walking concerns and hear what they are
to work but of course, you can’t saying. If you have spent your
control people's thoughts. How- business life looking for accountever, you can control the environ- ability this is how you get it. Enment that they are in. That gage and involve your teams, be
environment may be contributing interested in them, help them sucto your employees’ thoughts – ceed because when they sucare they positive or negative? Do ceed you succeed and then, sit
your teams have positive interac- back and watch them choose to
tions or is it all transactional? Do be accountable.
you ask your employee ‘how are
When it comes to managing
you doing?’, then immediately stress and wellbeing, I don’t have
follow up with, ‘have you got all the answers and I am far from
that job done yet?’ Because a physiologist or an expert, yet I
that’s transactional, try to ask have found that we have two ears
how people are and listen to and one mouth so we should
their answer.
probably act accordingly. i
Being accountable
These are all powerful tips for
managing mental health and
stress. But it’s hard to have positive interactions right now be-

The GGF will be returning to
work at its London offices in a
gradual organised manner
under the stewardship of
James Macpherson

The Installer | The GGF Health & Safety Column | 13

Energy & Environment

The Top
Marketing
Messages
For
Millennials

The millennial generation are buying
homes and improving them – energy
and the environment are high on their
list of things that inform their buying
decisions. Russell Hand, Head of
Product Management and Technical
at Rehau Windows, explores how
installers can adapt their window
portfolio for this market.
Though many may think the
millennial generation is still
‘young’, they are actually
buying homes in increasing
numbers. This trend is only set
to continue and window
installers, for whom this
expanding demographic will
constitute a significant part of
their future customer base,
need to know how to appeal
to them.
Millennials make up a significant and growing demographic
in the housing market. They have
differing characteristics and preferences to older generations,

paper survey suggests over two
thirds of millennials ‘buy as many
eco-friendly products as they
can’. And on the global stage,
75 per cent of millennials prioritise sustainability over price in
their purchases, according to
Nielsen, the global measurement
and data analytics company.
Consequently, installers need to
demonstrate eco-friendly credentials when offering window solutions to this market. With this in
who may view their homes as mind, Rehau has further ramped
status symbols they pride them- up its considerable efforts
selves on maintaining. By con- around the co-extrusion process.
trast, millennials would instead
prefer low-maintenance solutions Sustainable method
that do not require much upkeep, Co-extrusion is an innovative and
and are more inclined to focus sustainable method of producing
on wider issues such as the new windows using recycled
environment when selecting material. It allows different PVC
materials to be processed on the
windows for their property.
profile’s outer skin and core.
Importantly, this process allows
Prioritising sustainability
Climate change dominates the valuable secondary raw materinews agenda, so it is unsurpris- als to be used, resulting in more
ing millennials prioritise sustain- sustainable and eco-friendly
ability during home renovation. solutions without added customer
One particular Guardian news- costs.
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Energy & Environment
Rehau’s Total70C system, for
example, is available with a
co-extruded profile made up of
up to 75% post-consumer waste,
while still boasting severe
weather performance credentials
and great technical, thermal and
noise reduction efficiency.
Noise is a
home-working issue
While a 2019 Trade Union Congress report showed there were
over 373,000 more people
working from home than 10
years ago, the global pandemic
has further transformed the
remote working landscape in a
likely permanent way. Already
familiar with changing working
arrangements and often foregoing the traditional 9-to-5 for flexible home working, millennials
should therefore be more open to
home improvements, including
windows. As such, window suppliers should offer solutions with
high noise abatement levels, to
ensure a home working environment undisturbed by outside
noise. This sound insulation can
be achieved with double-glazed,

sealed units, allowing installers smooth gloss finish, for example,
to reassure millennials that, with means they retain their appearthe right windows, establishing a ance through long service lives,
peaceful home office is easily without warping or rotting. As
such, millennials can embrace a
possible.
‘fit-and-forget’ mindset such
solutions make possible.
Low maintenance
While lockdown has disrupted
our social life, instant communi- Keeping ahead of the curve
cations and an always-online cul- Though versatility is a key aspect
ture mean millennials still have of window design, customers
24/7 demands on their time. also want solutions that give
Consequently, it is understand- them exactly what they were
able that they would prefer low- looking for. Millennials constitute
maintenance solutions that do around a third of the world’s
not require constant upkeep. This population, and installers could
outlook is clearly shown in a benefit by focusing on their
study by UK utilities insurance needs. Specifically, by offering
provider CORGI HomePlan. Of sustainable, low-maintenance sothe 2,000 under-35s the study lutions with excellent noise abatesurveyed, 23 per cent would ment, fitters can remain ahead of
rather engage tradespeople than the curve while this key market
perform DIY work themselves. demographic grows. i
Such reluctance demonstrates
clear opportunities for fitters with Picture: Millennials buy as
window portfolios tailored to many eco-friendly products
meet this need. Installers offering as they can and want to
eye-catching and resilient sys- adopt a 'fit-and-forget' attitems requiring minimal mainte- tude to quality home imnance will therefore stand out to provement products.
millennials. Rehau’s Total70C
windows’
compound
and
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Energy & Environment

Maize-ing – Sticking Windows In
With Sugarcane And Maize

Standards
The foils comply with European
environmental
regulations
(EnEV), RAL installation guidelines and are resistant to driving
rain, impermeable to water, airtight and windproof. An elastictype quality ensures joint
Inside Blue Line
movements
can be effectively acThe Inside Blue Line option provides rapid and effective airtight commodated post installation,
bonding of window connection while enhanced flexibility and
joints on the interior side of a tear-resistant features allow the
building structure, creating a foils to be applied easily and acvapour diffusion barrier that curately on angled constructions.
The product comes with a 10prevents condensation and
mould build-up around the year guarantee. It can be over
plastered, painted and glued
window frame area.
during and post installation
thanks to a fleece effect surface.
Outside Blue Line
Suitable for exterior sealing of It comes in 30m rolls in a selecconnection joints on windows, tion of width options – 70mm,
145mm,
180mm,
doors and panels, Outside Blue 90mm,
Line acts as a flexible and 235mm and 290 mm. i
durable vapour diffusing foil to
improve the release of moisture Energy & Environment –
Check Out TheInstaller.pro
to the atmosphere.

cane, corn, maize absorb large
amounts of CO2 during growth.
The
bio-products
provide
performance qualities similar to
foils manufactured from synthetic
materials.

A new range of bio-based
self-adhesive window sealing
foils is manufactured from renewable materials, including
polymers based on sugar
beet, sugarcane, corn, maize
and other similar plant
species.
The range is branded ISO Connect Blue Line and comes from
fenestration foam tape specialist
ISO Chemie. Sugar beet, sugar-

Let The Sun Go Down On Me –
Smart Solar Controlled Blinds

Eco-friendly, solar powered
integral blinds from Morley
Glass & Glazing have been
given a stylish makeover and
an energy efficiency boost.
Renamed the ‘W Smart’ system, the former W Swipe sys-

tem, is a range of venetian,
pleated or black-out blinds encapsulated within the 20, 22,
27, 29 or 32-mm cavity of an
IGU equipped with a 3.6V internal motor and powered by a
lithium-ion battery housed in a
restyled battery module.
The battery can be either
recharged via a micro-USB connector or by means of an external solar panel, both available
as options.
The blinds can also be controlled by a 99-channel remote
control, associated with the
radio receiver that is integrated
in the battery module as
standard.

16 | Energy & Environment Promotional Feature| The Installer

Smart control
Moreover, for the first time in the
field of integrated blind systems,
the W Smart system allows the
information about each blind to
be stored directly on the battery
module attached on the glass or
the window frame, thus avoiding
the need to associate a specific
control device with a specific
window. The battery module is
available in a choice of four
colours – silver, white, anthracite
grey and black. i
To read all the latest news
and stories like these go to
TheInstaller.pro
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Energy & Environment

Load,
Reload
Re-Usable
Silicone
Cartridges
A key issue in building
is site waste. Not only does it
impact heavily on the environment which is reflected in
your credentials, the shear
cost associated with waste
disposal is phenomenal.
Site Waste Management Plans
are becoming statutory practice
for building projects over
£300,000. Recording the types
and volume of waste generated
per job will be a job installers
need to contribute to.
The need for Site Waste Control is becoming more important because:

Landfill Availability Is
Getting Low: Over the next

decade landfill sites will become scarce due to over-filling.
This means waste will have to
travel further for disposal at a
premium cost.

Growing Waste Disposal
Costs: Landfill tax is on the increase every year. We are currently paying in excess of £91
per tonne of waste, so weight is
key when disposing of products.
Non-Degradable
Materials: It has been estimated that over 100 million
plastic sealant cartridges are
dumped into landfill sites every
year – that equals 6,000 tonnes
in weight.
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Impact On The
Environment: With environmental policies being constantly
improved and more stringent,
both the government and industry in general have targeted
themselves with reducing the
volume of construction waste
each year.
Bond It’s responsibility
As one of the UK’s fastest growing manufacturers of sealants,
adhesives and building chemicals, Bond It’s responsibility is to
contribute where possible in
making this achievable by introducing innovative, environmentally
friendly,
sustainable
packaging. By Introducing the
new re-usable Reload sealant


Energy & Environment

The new re-usable Reload sealant cartridge
system from Bond It cuts down on waste, time
and costs.
the Reload slug is approx 8 times
less in volume than a standard
sealant cartridge and over 60%
lighter – less bulk and less weight.
Currently available i nthe
Reload format are three of Bond
It’s most popular sellers – MultiRe-usable cartridge
By encasing a choice of silicones Mate, WP100 and Frame-Mate
and sealants in a foil sausage, offered in EU3 foil sausages.
which simply inserts into a plastic
re-usable cartridge, all an in- Recycled content
staller has to do is nip the end This is also a more cost effective
with scissors, fit the nozzle and option to consider if the governcut as with standard cartridges – ment passes legislation in 2022
and away they go. Once the to tax imported plastic packagsealant is used the spent slug is ing that does not contain at least
easily removed and disposed of. 30% recycled content. With curSelect your next sausage, reload rent cartridges being produced
from 100% virgin plastic there
and repeat the process.
will be a cost increase that inevitably will be passed on to end
8 times less in volume
On waste disposal, when empty, users of these products.
cartridge system, Bond It feels
this is the answer to the landfill
issue. It cuts down on waste, it
cuts down on time – and it cuts
down on costs.

Switching to greener systems,
like the Reload concept, will
reap commercial benefits as well
as tackling the increasing issue
of single-use plastic and its devastating effect on the planet. i
For more information on
Bond It contact the Sales
Team on 01422 315300 or visit
www.bond-it.co.uk
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Meets ALL of the latest
FireDoor Standards & More
DOCUMENT Q

BUILDING REGULATIONS
FOR FIRE DOOR SETS

PAS 24
&
SBD

EN
STANDARDS

HIGH-SECURITY
FIRE RATED
DOOR
Available Now

Coming Soon!

www.defendoor.co.uk
Safety and security in any building should never be compromised.
That’s why the Defendoor has been designed and tested to ensure that it
exceeds current safety regulations and will continue to provide protection to all users.

Made using Winkhaus Fireframe

Rutland® Concealed Door Closer

Designed to perform, the
Winkhaus Fireframe is extremely
resilient to impact, kicking,
gouging and burglary attack.

The industry’s highest performing
g
soft closer is DOCUMENTMAPPROV
VED
& tested to more than 500,000
e.
cycles ensuring they always close

If you are a building developer or you work for a local council or Housing
Association, the Defendoor will ensur e that your project meets all the necessary
safety requirements. To discuss your project requirements in more detail, contact FabFrames today. Call us to speak directly
to one of our friendly and knowledgeable advisors or e-mail us for mor e information about our products and services.

DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT

Fabframes Ltd

01626 333 713

defendoor@fabframes.net
www.defendoor.co.uk

Products & Projects

Super Silicone Spacer
Edgetech has launched a metal-free, siliconebased warm edge spacer made of structural foam
with an integrated desiccant, that’s been designed
for the toughest commercial applications.
The T-Spacer SG performs exceptionally well with extralarge glass panes because of its durable edge seal and
enhanced shape memory which is critical for long term
integrity. Its elastic structural foam follows climate-related
movements of the glass, relieving a large proportion of the
load from the butyl seal – an huge advantage in parts of
the world where temperatures fluctuate.
The spacer offers superb energy efficiency, achieving thermal conductivity of just 0.19 W/m2k –
much lower than the commercial metal and hybrid rigid spacers on the market.
MD Chris Alderson comments: “We’ve adapted the typical T-shape warm-edge spacer design to
make SG even easier to use with automated IGU manufacturing lines.
“We look forward to seeing it incorporated in ambitious commercial glazing projects all around
the world.” i edgetechig.co.uk

Rehau fabricator Euroglaze, based in Barnsley, has found
the most efficient way to maintain its 3.5 day lead times and
nationwide delivery service in a Covid-19 secure way.
A new van, complete with sleeper cab and microwave, means
that individual drivers can now make socially distanced deliveries
across the whole of the UK, without needing to stay overnight in
hotels or travel in pairs.
MD Martin Nettleton explains: “Demand is surging for Euroglaze
products, particularly because our lean manufacturing operation
means we’re able to beat most of the market on lead times.
“We’ve therefore invested in an additional new vehicle, complete
with driver accommodation, so that we can get the products out to
customers as efficiently and as cost effectively as possible and still
maintain free delivery on most orders.”
A bespoke tracking and alarm system ensures that only complete
orders can be loaded on and off Euroglaze vehicles. Ancillary
packing and bagging is all video recorded so that any queries can
be instantly resolved. i euroglaze.co.uk

Originally constructed in 1903 and located in the Royal
Borough of Greenwich, the Grade II-listed Plumstead
Library has recently undergone a dramatic renovation
project. Having previously been under-used, the building
is now a fully fit for purpose 21st century public library.
A significant part of the project was the full refurbishment of all
33 windows which included 124 individual window frames
which was undertaken by Steel Window Association member
ASWS. All the windows were removed for transportation back
to their London workshops. Here the windows were blasted,
repaired and decorated before being refixed and reglazed.
This sizeable project involved 1326 panes of glass
which were mastic-fronted in order to recreate the original putty
sightlines. i steel-window-association.co.uk
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Velux Autumn Rewards

Extra rewards are available for installers this autumn with
selected purchases of Velux roof windows.
The scheme was introduced in 2015 with different offers running
throughout the year. However the rewards are doubling throughout
August, September and October this year – with buyers qualifying
for £50 rewards on all Velux white painted top-hung roof
windows and £30 rewards on all other Velux white painted
roof windows apart from the Velux white painted burglary resistant
roof windows (GGL 70Q).
Customers can claim their rewards at several top-brand partners,
including Argos, Marks & Spencer, John Lewis, Adidas and Tesco.
All rewards must be claimed by 13 November 2020.
Marketing manager Richard McArthur explains: “After what has
been a difficult few months for installers, builders, self-builders and
homeowners, we are thrilled to be able to give something back with
this new offer.” To receive rewards upload your invoice at
www.velux.co.uk/rewards. i velux.co.uk

The Kubu lock has the largest hooks and bolts on
the market and is 'smart compatible' – so homeowners looking for security & tech will find a single
solution from Hurst Doors. Kubu is supplied by
Avantis.
Hurst composite doors will now be produced with
Avantis Kubu equipped door locks as standard, meaning trade partners and their customers can access a
range of features and benefits. Hurst is the largest
dedicated composite door manufacturer to standardise
their doors to be compatible with smart technology, a
move which has already been well received by its
customers.
Hayley Barker Marketing Manager at Hurst Doors
says: “Increasingly, homeowners are looking to smart
technology to enhance the security of their home and to
enjoy the peace of mind it brings. Our new Avantis Kubu
equipped lock responds to that demand and means that
our trade partners can offer their customers a futureproof product that they can trust.” i hurstdoors.co.uk
Signature Windows has joined forces with trade
fabricator Dekko Window Systems.
The Teignmouth based installer has become the latest firm
to offer Dekko’s premium product lines including the seamless
Infinity PVC-U collection and the high-end Räum aluminium
range. With the help of Dekko, Signature Windows also
offers customers the complete Residence Collection and the
Solidor range of composite doors.
To showcase the range, Signature Windows has opened a
new showroom in the coastal town. Dekko lent their support
by manufacturing and supplying products from across their
full range, including the Infinity PVC-U flush sash, Räum
aluminium sliding doors and Residence 9, the timber-effect
window system. i dekkowindows.com
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A QUICK SHOUT OUT TO OUR SPONSORS!

Donate 4 Demelza!

grabex.co.uk/race-for-children

IN UNCERTAIN TIMES YOU NEED
A PARTNER YOU CAN TRUST
Sometimes, you need a safe pair of hands to help you navigate your journey.
Purplex is the marketing consultancy that supports companies across trade,
retail and commercial sectors. With deep industry knowledge and commercial
insight, we have the skills and resources to support your business.
Strategic Marketing Consultancy
Industry Insight and Analysis
PR and Marketing Comms

Advertising and Lead Generation
Websites and Online Marketing
Branding and Creative

Contact us now for a no obligation review or conﬁdential advice.
@Purplexuk
/Purplex-marketing

Contact Us
Call 01934 808 132

/Purplexmarketing

E: grow@purplexmarketing.com

/Purplexmarketing

www.purplexmarketing.com

Trade News

Members’ Day Becomes Members’ Week
The GGF has taken its traditional Members’ Day annual
conference and turned it into
completely online event.
Described as ‘Members’
Week’, the event will be held on
29 & 3 0September and 1 October via video conference.
The three days will include 12
guest speakers/expert panellists
and 9 presentations/webinars
and online forums covering: the
economic overview, political
landscape, health and safety,
technology, marketing, training

and the environment. Members
can pick and choose which webinars to join for the most useful
information, tips and expert
knowledge to benefit their business.
James Lee, GGF Director of
External Affairs says: “Members’ Week will be a new
journey for the GGF with online
webinars for practically everyone connected to the Federation. The technology we will be
using will be video conferencing
software that is now often

used since the outbreak of
coronavirus.” i
www.ggf.org.uk/membersweek-virtual-events-bookyour-place-now/

Up, Up And Away – Smart Ecosystem
Super Sales Soar
For Smart Homes

Deceuninck sales have continued to rise this
summer. Following strong growth before the
lockdown and a super recovery in June,
sales in July were up a record-breaking
31.9% year-on-year, 20.9% ahead of the preCovid budget.
The PVC-U window systems company says all
Deceuninck fabricators have seen strong demand
since lockdown, with the proportion of sales that
are colour also jumping from 60% to around 70%
of total sales over the past few months.
“Our customers’ sales have continued to grow
at an incredible pace,” says Rob McGlennon, Deceuninck MD.
“No-one can predict the next six months, however we’ve invested in the right mix of products,
the right level of stock, service and support to give
fabricators a very effective competitive edge in
these challenging times.” i

Yale has joined forces with Schneider Electric,
Somfy and Danfoss to provide new solutions
for the modern home in an increasingly
digital world.
The Connectivity Ecosystem is a partnership between Schneider Electric, Somfy, Danfoss and
now the Assa Abloy group, which Yale forms a
part of. The partnership will give Yale an opportunity to enhance products and continue to enable
safe, secure and convenient access to homes all
around the world.
The ecosystem combines smart access with features such as energy saving, heating and blind
management.
Thanks to interoperability of products, it will be
entirely possible for a Yale Smart Lock to work
with other solutions and create different scenarios which will simplify lives of consumers, while
offering them a seamless experience. i
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Market
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Diversify

New
customers

1

New customers

Instantly target new customers
from our database of 60,000
fabricators, installers, builders,
contractors, merchants and
architects.

2

MARKET INTEL

Access in-depth business
information to help your sales
team win more business - and
avoid bad risk prospects.

3

DIVERSIFY

Open up new customers
and routes to market across
commercial, new build, trade
and merchants.

Insight Data’s online platform, SalestrackerTM, is designed
to help sales and marketing people win more business.

Call 01934 808 293,

or email hello@insightdata.co.uk
for a free online demo.

www.insightdata.co.uk

@insightdata

Andrew Scott says the
government has failed
again with its latest
green incentive – and
yet things still seem
greener on the other
side of lockdown for the
industry.

Scott’s Corner

Greener On
The Other Side

Recent history is littered with
home improvement initiatives launched by successive
governments, writes Andrew
Scott. We’ve seen the HIPs
(Home Information Packs),
the feed-in tariff for solar energy and the Green Deal all
launch with fanfare, only to
be quietly killed-off and
buried a few years later.
So, I’m more than a little sceptical about the government’s latest scheme, the Green Homes
Grant – especially as the Chancellor’s announcement on 8th
July was two months before the
scheme came into effect. And
now the benefits for the glazing
industry appear marginal at
best. However, the £2 billion
scheme does serve two purposes
as it will stimulate consumer
spending on top of an already
buoyant home improvement market; and it will help the government
towards
its
future
environmental and net-zero
carbon targets.
Rishi Sunak’s announcement followed a significant speech by
Boris Johnson in which he announced plans to accelerate a £5
billion investment into infrastructure projects and ‘build, build,
build’ our way to economic recovery. And it gets better – relaxation in planning consent
red-tape and the freezing of
stamp duty up to £500k will stimulate the property market – home
improvements are often top of the
list soon after a house move.
Is it time to make hay while the
sun shines? It certainly seems that
the stars are aligned right now
for the home improvement industry – with retail, commercial, new

build and public sectors all set to
benefit from recent initiatives.
Order books are already filling
up for many companies. Scrambling for sales leads has been
replaced with scrambling for
staff, fitters and contractors.
The industry has a golden opportunity right now to recover
from the impact of coronavirus
by maximising the current market
conditions to improve margins,
cash and profitability. For those
companies fortunate enough to
be busy right now, there are five
strategies:
1. Review your pricing
After years of downward pressure on prices and rising costs, a
busy period is always a good
time to review your pricing structure and discounts. Can you implement price increases on your
high-demand products or consider dropping low margin/low
demand products to increase
capacity for faster moving, better margin products?
2. Don’t cannibalise margins
It can be tempting to work long
overtime periods or increase
staff (such as more fitting teams).
However, this can decimate
margins and you work harder
for no real gain. If it is possible to
increase lead-times, this can
ensure continuity of work and
protect your margins.
3. Segment your customers
Consider segmenting your customers based on margin contribution, how demanding they are
and what their payment record
is like. By choosing to lose some
customers or by applying case-

by-case price increases you can
ensure you provide a quality
service while maintaining the
right margins.
4. Focus on cash
Many companies have taken advantage of government support
to defer HMRC tax and VAT
payments and used the CBILS or
Bounce-Back Loans. However, it
won’t be long before it’s
pay-back time. Using this golden
period now with a busy market
can give you the opportunity to
review payment terms and start
building cash reserves.
5. Maintain marketing
Don’t make the mistake of cutting
back on your marketing during a
busy period. Business operates in
cycles and maintaining a strong
brand and reputation now will
carry you through the tougher
times. What’s more, a surge in
leads and orders will help you to
implement strategies more effectively, outlined in points 1-4, to
improve margins and cash.
Time to be cautious
With nine million people
furloughed, the UK remains in a
precarious position and largescale redundancies seem inevitable. However, all factors
considered, with Prime Minster
Johnson’s ‘build, build, build’
agenda, a commitment to the
housing market, home improvement stimulus and uncertainly
around travelling abroad on
holiday, the future looks bright
for the glass and glazing
industry. i
purplexmarketing.com
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Comment
I think the Glass & Glazing Federation is doing a grand
job and deservedly shouting about it.
The GGF has launched ‘Safe Guides’ for both installers and
home owners; it has lobbied government on a number of
issues both before and during Covid-19; and was the first to
decry the failings of the Green Homes Grant Scheme – first
when it was announced with no details (which led to home
owners cancelling or delaying orders while they waited to see
what would happen) and then again when it transpired that
there was very little on offer to the window and door industry
once details were finally issued.
Now the GGF has launched a new campaign focusing on
raising consumer confidence in the home improvement sector
in the face of coronavirus.
Research has revealed that one in five UK homeowners still
feel nervous about letting tradespeople into their home. The
Campaign will be driven from MyGlazing.com, the GGF’s
independent consumer advice site. And two top agencies
have been employed to make sure consumers are driven to the
‘Stay Safe’ hub where loads of advice (regularly updated) will
be available to them. Well done to the GGF!
Relationships
We at The Installer have a great relationship with the
Federation and with the GGF Commercial companies – we
take some considerable pride that TheInstaller.pro helped
FENSA take record enquiries during lockdown and we also
produced advertising click-throughs in the hundreds for BFRC
(energy ratings), GGF Installsure (IBGs) and RISA (expert
witness service).
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Super Mac
And if readers turn to page 12 of this issue, they will find that The Installer is the official
we are again running the GGF Health & Safety Column (every journal of:
two months). There has been a short break since the previous
GGF writer moved to pastures new. Now James Macpherson
has been installed as the Federations Health, Safety and
Environment Manager with the responsibility to look after the
organisation; advise Members...and write for us amongst
The Installer is the Media
many other things. James Mac (as he is known at the GGF Channel For Professional
because of a surplus of people called James), as hopefully you Installers of Commercial
will discover, is a fabulous writer and very well informed on Façades and Windows,
the topic of health and safety and environmental issues and on Doors, Extensions & Other
wellbeing and mental health...and more. A great addition to
Home Improvements
the GGF and The Installer I am sure you will agree.
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
You can find all the latest daily news at theinstaller.pro
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You can find all the latest
daily news at
theinstaller.pro

THE FIRST TRULY ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY INSULATING GLASS DESICCANT:

INTRODUCING THE NEW NANOMOL-C MOLECULAR SIEVE
Many of us are guilty of avoiding it, especially when we feel comfortable with what we have, but
change does and must happen. And there are times when truly beneficial change cannot be ignored.
Technology advances.
Cars get better, safer, faster, and more economical. And cleaner: traditional fossil fuels are being challenged to
minimise air pollution and improve efficiency. We do not keep buying the same old models, we move with the
times and we opt – yes change – to better ones with higher
performance and lower emissions.
Bio-degradable plastics have been developed to tackle the massive
issues of ocean pollution and waste disposal. We’d be crazy to keep
using the old indestructible plastics where a change to new versions are
available.
I.G. manufacturers have been using Zeolite-based molecular sieves for
nearly half a century. Until recently they were the best way, maybe the
only way, to achieve selective adsorption, allowing gas filling for
example without problems of expansion and contraction.
But that is no longer the case. Products are emerging with pure 3-Angstrom characteristics which not only
perform better in terms of adsorption capacity but cost significantly less too.
NEDEX Group are the biggest manufacturer of specialist I G desiccants in the world. 20 years specialising and
testing has now led to the ultimate Zeolite-free product, new NANOMOL-C. The challenge was to keep growing
production volumes despite worsening shortages of 3A Zeolites, which originate mainly in China and start life as
a 4A semi-finished product which then goes through an ion-exchange process to become (mostly) 3A.
This process makes 3A Zeolites a major environmental issue, because 20 tonnes of water are required to make
just 1 tonne. Worse, those tonnes of water polluted with heavy metals
and chemicals are often dumped untreated into rivers and land sites
close to the factories. To stop the pollution, authorities are now
applying strict environmental regulations and financial penalties, even
requiring the closure of some facilities.
NEDEX has pioneered the quest away from Zeolites. The development
and perfection of refined 3A crystalline calcium oxide powder from
their own mines marks the future. NANOMOL has already been the
largest selling I G desiccant for more than 10 years, and now it is time
for new NANOMOL-C to be presented to the world’s I G manufacturers.

FROM AS LITTLE AS

79p / KG

No environmental pollutants - Very high Delta-T temperature rise
Lowest gas desorption /deflection due to pure 3A properties.
Stronger bead structure = lowest possible dust index.
Low electro-static - High adsorption capacity AWAC greater than 16% @ low 9% RH
Controlled slow adsorption rate for minimum moisture take-up during the
manufacturing process, before being sealed in an I G unit.
▪ Meets all requirements of EN 1279:2018 - independently certified.
•
•
•
•
▪

NANOMOL-C

in the UK and Ireland through exclusive Nedex agent
ASHTON INDUSTRIAL 01279 624810
www.ashton-industrial.com sales@ashton-industrial.com
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Aluminium Systems

Glass Handling

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £

Flyscreens

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.
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Mehreen Haroon
07932 243 008
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Window openers
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Planning Consultants

Spares for Repairs

Window Bags & Display Cases

Profile Bending

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

F I T FA S T E R
WITH FEWER
CALLBACKS
Ultra slim window
system

Choice of stepped,
contemporary and
ﬂush styles

IT ’S TIME TO
DEMAND MORE
FROM ALUMINIUM
No onsite beading or gasketing means
quicker installations. While Sheerline’s
patented corner joint method means
an end to stepped frames, leaving a

Av a i l a b l e f r o m

beautiful true mitred ﬁnish through the
bead line that homeowners love.

11

Colours
from stock
including

Duals
and anodised

PAS24
1.4 U-value
W/(m²K)
Double glazed

Call 01296 66 88 99 for enquiries
or contact us for a quotation
Fax: 01296 66 80 48 | enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
www.garrardwindows.co.uk

